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Abstract

Using the horizontal neutral wind observations from the MIGHTI instrument onboard NASA’s ICON (Ionospheric Connection
Explorer) spacecraft with continuous coverage, we determine the climatology of the mean zonal and meridional winds and the
associated mean circulation at low- to middle latitudes (10S-45N) for Northern Hemisphere solstice conditions between 90 km
and 200 km altitudes, specifically on 20 June 2020 solstice as well as for a one-month period from 8 June-7 July 2020. The
data are averaged within appropriate altitude, longitude, latitude, solar zenith angle, and local time bins to produce mean
wind distributions. The geographical distributions and local time variations of the mean horizontal circulation are evaluated.
The instantaneous horizontal winds exhibit a significant degree of spatiotemporal variability often exceeding ~150 m/s. The
daily averaged zonal mean winds demonstrate day-to-day variability. Eastward zonal winds and northward (winter-to-summer)
meridional winds are prevalent in the lower thermosphere, which provides indirect observational evidence of the eastward
momentum deposition by small-scale gravity waves. The mean neutral winds and circulation exhibit smaller scale structures in
the lower thermosphere (90-120 km), while they are more homogeneous in the upper thermosphere, indicating the increasingly
dissipative nature of the thermosphere. The mean wind and circulation patterns inferred from ICON/MIGHTI measurements
can be used to constrain and validate general circulation models, as well as input for numerical wave models.
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Key Points:12

• Mean zonal and meridional winds are derived for Northern Hemisphere summer13

solstice condition from ICON/MIGHTI observations14

• Horizontal winds exhibit a significant degree of spatiotemporal variability, exceed-15

ing ±150 m s−1.16

• Zonal and meridional mean winds exhibit reversal in the lower thermosphere.17

• Distributions of mean winds and circulation are more homogeneous in the upper18

thermosphere than lower thermosphere.19
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Abstract20

Using the horizontal neutral wind observations from the MIGHTI instrument onboard21

NASA’s ICON (Ionospheric Connection Explorer) spacecraft with continuous coverage,22

we determine the climatology of the mean zonal and meridional winds and the associ-23

ated mean circulation at low- to middle latitudes (10◦S–45◦N) for Northern Hemisphere24

solstice conditions between 90 km and 200 km altitudes, specifically on 20 June 2020 sol-25

stice as well as for a one-month period from 8 June–7 July 2020. The data are averaged26

within appropriate altitude, longitude, latitude, solar zenith angle, and local time bins27

to produce mean wind distributions. The geographical distributions and local time vari-28

ations of the mean horizontal circulation are evaluated. The instantaneous horizontal29

winds exhibit a significant degree of spatiotemporal variability often exceeding ±150 m30

s−1. The daily averaged zonal mean winds demonstrate day-to-day variability. Eastward31

zonal winds and northward (winter-to-summer) meridional winds are prevalent in the32

lower thermosphere, which provides indirect observational evidence of the eastward mo-33

mentum deposition by small-scale gravity waves. The mean neutral winds and circula-34

tion exhibit smaller scale structures in the lower thermosphere (90–120 km), while they35

are more homogeneous in the upper thermosphere, indicating the increasingly dissipa-36

tive nature of the thermosphere. The mean wind and circulation patterns inferred from37

ICON/MIGHTI measurements can be used to constrain and validate general circulation38

models, as well as input for numerical wave models.39

Plain Language Summary40

Atmospheric horizontal winds (i.e., motion of the neutral air), composed of zonal41

(east-west) and meridional (north-south) components, play an important role for the en-42

ergy and momentum balance of the atmosphere and ionosphere. Due primarily to a lack43

of observations, winds in the thermosphere are not well sampled. In this study we use44

the horizontal winds measured from 90–200 km altitude by the MIGHTI instrument on-45

board NASA’s ICON (Ionospheric Connection Explorer) spacecraft to generate two-dimensional46

maps of zonal and meridional winds, and of the resulting horizontal motion (or circula-47

tion) in the thermosphere for Northern Hemisphere solstice conditions. Specifically, winds48

at solstice (20 June 2020) and a one-month solstitial period (8 June–7 July 2020) have49

been analyzed. Mean winds show significant spatial variation as a function of time, of-50

ten demonstrating tidal variability.51
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1 Introduction52

Earth’s thermosphere extending from ∼90 km upwards is the outermost region of53

the atmosphere, where satellites orbit the planet and a substantial portion of solar ul-54

traviolet (UV) radiation is absorbed by atmospheric gases. This rarefied and highly dis-55

sipative region is influenced by a broad spectrum of internal atmospheric waves propa-56

gating upward from the lower atmosphere (Hickey et al., 2011; Pancheva & Mukhtarov,57

2012; Yiğit & Medvedev, 2015; Oberheide et al., 2015; Gavrilov et al., 2020; Pancheva58

et al., 2020; Forbes et al., 2021; Dhadly, Emmert, Drob, McCormack, & Niciejewski, 2018)59

and by solar and geomagnetic processes (i.e., space weather) from above (Schunk & So-60

jka, 1996; Emmert, 2015; Yiğit, Kńıžová, et al., 2016; Deng et al., 2018; Ward et al., 2021;61

Shiokawa & Georgieva, 2021; Dhadly, Emmert, Drob, Conde, et al., 2018). The forces62

acting on the neutral flow are rarely in balance in the thermosphere, thus giving rise to63

an enhanced spatiotemporal variability with turbulent to global scales.64

The goal of this paper is to characterize the thermospheric mean zonal and merid-65

ional winds, and circulation during solstice at low- to midlatitudes (10◦S–40◦N) using66

observations from the MIGHTI (Michelson Interferometer for Global High-resolution Ther-67

mospheric Imaging) instrument (Englert et al., 2017) onboard NASA’s ICON (Ionospheric68

Connection Explorer) spacecraft during 2020 Northern Hemisphere solstice conditions.69

Due primarily to poor observational coverage, neutral winds have been insufficiently char-70

acterized at thermospheric altitudes. Horizontal winds and the associated circulation play71

an essential role in the energy and momentum budget of the thermosphere and ionosphere.72

They modulate upwelling/downwelling of air, influence the critical filtering and dissipa-73

tion of internal atmospheric waves propagating upward, drive low-latitude ionospheric74

electrodynamics, transport major chemical species (e.g., O, N2, NO), generate neutral75

drag on the ions, and redistribute thermospheric energy and momentum in general. Ther-76

mospheric winds are primarily horizontal, however, in the regions of convergence or di-77

vergence, upwelling or downwelling (i.e., vertical motion) can occur as a consequence of78

the principal of conservation of mass (Rishbeth et al., 1969; R. W. Smith, 1998). There-79

fore, characterization of the mean winds is essential for our understanding of the thermosphere-80

ionosphere system as a whole.81

Various methods were utilized to observe winds over a broad range of altitudes from82

the upper mesosphere to the thermosphere. However, lower thermospheric winds are more83

routinely observed than in the upper thermosphere. A summary of historical and cur-84

rent observations is presented by other researchers (e.g., Drob et al., 2008, 2015; Dhadly85
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et al., 2019). Chemical release wind measurements carried out in different sites around86

the world can provide profiles of wind velocity and wind shear from ∼80 – 140 km (Larsen,87

2002; Lehmacher et al., 2022). Incoherent scatter radars around the world use measured88

ion drifts to derive neutral winds from ∼ 90−130 km (Zhang et al., 2003; Hysell et al.,89

2014). Meteor echoes and meteor radars are used to retrieve wind profiles between ∼ 90−90

110 km (Oppenheim et al., 2009; Conte et al., 2022). Various types of ground-based Fabry-91

Perot Interferometers (FPI) have been employed since 1980s across the globe to under-92

stand neutral wind dynamics of the upper and lower thermospheric winds (Conde & Smith,93

1995; Meriwether, 2006; Aruliah et al., 2010; Makela et al., 2012).94

Satellites can provide measurements of thermospheric winds at a broad range of95

thermospheric altitudes. Dynamic Explorer 2 (DE2), was the first to monitor upper ther-96

mospheric neutral winds from space utilizing a FPI (Killeen & Roble, 1988). The wind97

imaging interferometer (WINDII) aboard the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS)98

retrieved neutral winds based on the interfermetric limb measurements of the visible air-99

glow emissions of 557.0 nm O1S (green line) and 630.0 nm O1D (redline) between 90 and100

300 km (Emmert et al., 2001; “The Wind Imaging Interferometer (WINDII) on the Up-101

per Atmosphere Research Satellite: A 20 YEAR perspective”, 2012). Thermosphere, Iono-102

sphere, Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics/TIMED Doppler Interferometer (TIMED/TIDI)103

primarily focused on monitoring MLT winds, launched in 2001 is still operational after104

20 years in orbit (Niciejewski et al., 2006). Cross-track winds were derived from accelerom-105

eter measurements between 250 km and 400 km by the GOCE (Gravity Field and Steady-106

State Ocean Circulation Explorer (Doornbos et al., 2014)) and CHAMP (CHAllenging107

Minisatellite Payload) satellite (Liu et al., 2006; Lieberman et al., 2013).108

Despite the extensive measurements by ground-based and space-borne instruments,109

thermospheric winds have been insufficiently sampled so far. Much of the understand-110

ing of the thermospheric winds is based on dedicated first-principle global scale model-111

ing (e.g., Geisler, 1966; Richmond et al., 1992; Vichare et al., 2012; Miyoshi et al., 2014;112

Yiğit, Frey, et al., 2016; Deng et al., 2018) and empirical models are routinely used to113

study the global behavior of winds (Drob et al., 2015; Dhadly et al., 2019). Depending114

on the type of model and observations, model-data agreement is often partially achieved115

(e.g., Tang et al., 2021). Thermospheric wind is an essential input parameter for iono-116

spheric models and a better representation of neutral winds is needed for improved space117

weather modeling (David et al., 2014). While models are powerful tools to study the dif-118

ferent forces shaping the winds, often the simulated winds are insufficiently constrained119
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in models, therefore ground-based and space-borne measurements of neutral winds are120

crucial for validating first principal models and to obtain a more complete physical un-121

derstanding of thermospheric dynamics.122

Although ICON has started observing the thermosphere only recently, MIGHTI123

observations have already been used to study thermospheric winds and to compare them124

to other ground-based and space-borne instruments. Recent studies have validated some125

aspects of ICON horizontal winds with respect to Fabry-Perot interferometers and me-126

teor radars (Harding et al., 2021; Makela et al., 2021). Dhadly et al. (2021) compared127

MIGHTI winds to the University of Michigan TIMED Doppler Interferometer (TIDI)128

level 3 data, contributing to the validation of MIGHTI winds as well as providing guid-129

ance towards improving TIDI winds. In addition, this study revealed the longitudinal130

variations in neutral winds associated with non-migrating tides, which are currently miss-131

ing from the existing wind climatologies. Forbes et al. (2021) analyzed coincident ICON132

measurements of neutral horizontal winds, ion drifts, and densities and demonstrated133

a direct link between the day-to-day variability of the wave-4 structure in the E-region134

and drifts and densities of ions in the F-region ionosphere.135

Characterization of varying fields is often represented in the form of appropriately136

defined mean, which requires a sufficient degree of observational coverage in space and137

time. The averaging for a field variable ψ that is often conducted over time t and lon-138

gitude x139

ψ̄(z, t) =
1

∆x∆τ

∫ t+∆τ

t

∫ x+∆x

x

ψ(x, y, z, t) dxdt (1)

is generally referred to as “zonal mean”, if ∆x spans all longitudes. In this paper, we per-140

form averaging of ICON/MIGHTI neutral winds over longitude, latitude and local time,141

and generally call the results “mean winds” as well. Besides the physical importance of142

winds and their mean structure discussed above, they are routinely used to validate the-143

ory and global scale models (or general circulation models) in the middle and upper at-144

mosphere (e.g., Lieberman et al., 2000; Garcia et al., 2007; Dempsey et al., 2021; Grif-145

fith et al., 2021; Yiğit et al., 2021; Koval et al., 2022).146

This paper analyzes the thermospheric horizontal winds between 90 and 200 km147

during June solstice conditions as observed in 2020 by ICON/MIGHTI . Next section148

describes the MIGHTI neutral wind measurements used in this study; Section 3 presents149

the results for the solstice wind distribution and circulation; Section 4 provides a discus-150

sion of the observed winds, and a summary and conclusions are given in Section 5.151
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2 Materials and Methods152

2.1 ICON Mission and Data153

The ICON mission was launched in 2019 and has been surveying the low-latitude154

thermosphere-ionosphere system above 90 km in unprecedented detail. Its primary goal155

is to explore Earth’s thermosphere-ionosphere system and its connection to geospace as156

well as terrestrial drivers (Immel et al., 2018). The MIGHTI wind observations are based157

on the Doppler shift measurements the of the green line (λ = 557.7 nm) and red line158

(λ = 630 nm) emissions of atomic oxygen. In this paper, we analyze the cardinal winds159

(i.e., zonal u and meridional v components) from the MIGHTI instrument (Englert et160

al., 2017). The details of the wind retrieval algorithm are described in the work by Hard-161

ing et al. (2017). In the following, we outline the data selection, quality, and spatiotem-162

poral coverage.163

In this study, we focus only on the MIGHTI green line neutral winds, which cover164

the altitude range from ∼90 to 200 km during daytime and ∼90 to ∼115 km both day-165

time and nighttime. Typically, MIGHTI daytime line of sight (LOS) wind observations166

are available at a 30-s cadence, while nighttime LOS wind measurements are available167

at a 60-s cadence. Northward and eastward components of the winds are obtained by168

pairing these LOS wind measurements of MIGHTI A and MIGHTI B sensors, which are169

taken approximatly 8 minutes apart.170

The quality of MIGHTI/ICON data was taken into account in the analyses. Each171

wind measurement was assigned a data quality flag corresponding to “good”, “good, but172

use with caution”, and “bad”. We removed all data with bad quality and also excluded173

outliers with wind magnitudes exceeding 300 m s−1. The result is shown in Figure A1,174

where the zonal winds are plotted with different quality flags. The typical accuracy of175

winds derived from the green line emission is 12 m s−1 or better, as compared with me-176

teor radars (Harding et al., 2021). It is seen that such procedure leaves a significant amount177

of data to maintain solid statistics.178

2.2 ICON coverage179

Figure 1 illustrates the spatiotemporal ICON data coverage for 20 June 2020, af-180

ter having removed the bad quality data. This subset for the analysis contains 2206 in-181

dividual wind profiles. Panels a− c show the longitude, latitude, and local time cover-182

age as a function of UTC. It is seen that all longitudes and latitudes between –10◦ and183

+40◦ are well covered. There are some nighttime data gaps, however, overall all local times184
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were observed. Panels d and e present the altitude coverage as a function of latitude and185

local time. It is seen that during daytime, the altitude coverage extends into the upper186

thermosphere, while the nighttime observations are available only between 90–115 km.187

Also, latitudes between –10◦ and +10◦ are not observed above 115 km on 20 June, since188

they coincide with nighttime. The latitude-longitude distribution highlights the good spa-189

tial coverage between –10◦ and +40◦ for all longitudes, with some data gaps around 300◦190

longitude in the Southern Hemisphere associated with South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA).191

The latitude-solar zenith angle distribution of measurements (panel g) at ∼106 km sug-192

gests that the Northern Hemisphere is covered primarily at daytime, while the South-193

ern Hemisphere latitudes are observed at nighttime. Longitude-solar zenith angle vari-194

ations at ∼106 km (panel h) show that, for a given longitude, both nighttime and day-195

time data are available except in the region around 300◦ longitude.196

A single day observation is not sufficient to produce a wind climatology. Therefore,197

in order to obtain a more consistent picture of mean winds and circulation, we have used198

one month of continuous ICON observations from 8 June to 7 July 2020, representative199

of Northern Hemisphere summer solstice conditions. Neutral wind measurements were200

binned with respect to altitude, latitude, longitude, local time and solar zenith angle with201

bin sizes of 5 km, 5◦, 30◦, 1-2 h, and 10◦ bins, respectively. Figure 2 shows the latitude202

and solar zenith angle coverage along with the corresponding distributions of the zonal203

and meridional winds at ∼106 km during this period. The solar activity variations shown204

in panel e indicate quiet solar F10.7 conditions. The latitudes between 10◦S and 40◦N205

are continuously covered, however, the latter period of June 2020, the southern latitudes206

are more sparsely sampled than northern latitudes. Also, while all solar zenith angles207

between 10–140◦ are observed, the nighttime, in general, is observed more sparsely than208

daytime. The zonal and meridional winds at ∼106 km are generally up to ±150 m s−1
209

throughout this period, exhibiting noticeable degree of day-to-day variability.210

3 Results211

3.1 Zonal and Meridional Winds on 20 June 2020212

Figure 3 shows variations of the zonal (upper panels) and meridional (lower pan-213

els) winds with altitude, longitude, latitude, and local time on 20 June 2020. The pro-214

files are plotted without any binning. The average of all vertical profiles are shown with215

the red line. The zonal and meridional winds demonstrate a high degree of spatiotem-216

poral variability. They are generally faster at higher altitudes, occasionally exceeding ±150217
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m s−1. Also, the daytime winds observed in the Northern Hemisphere are faster than218

those during nighttime at low-latitudes. Note also that the intermittent values of the winds219

are much larger than their average quantity. Therefore, the latter should be treated with220

caution as not being representative of instantaneous numbers.221

In order to study the observed wind variability, we have evaluated in Figure 4 the222

occurrence rates of the wind speeds binned in 5 m s−1 intervals on 20 June 2020 at three223

representative altitude layers 94–103 km, 106–114 km, and 194–202 km such that each224

layer included equal number of data points. The speeds shown as a function of number225

of measurements exhibit a Gaussian distribution generally centered around slow speeds.226

The associated standard deviations, σu and σv, which are a proxy for wind variability,227

are shown in the upper left corner. The nighttime wind variabilities are greater than day-228

time ones and increase with height. It should be noted that the reported standard de-229

viations are the root mean-square of wind variability and observational errors, which vary230

with height.231

Figures 5 and 6 present the altitude distribution of the zonal and meridional winds,232

respectively, binned as functions of latitude, longitude, local time, and solar zenith an-233

gle, where red and blue shadings represent positive (eastward, northward) and negative234

(westward, southward) wind values, respectively. It is seen that the behavior of the ob-235

served zonal and meridional winds in the lower thermosphere (90–110 km) is remarkably236

different than in the upper thermosphere. Zonal winds are predominantly eastward in237

the lower thermosphere, in particular, in northern latitudes between 10-40◦N, with mag-238

nitudes of up to 40 m s−1. Above 110 km, they are clearly westward, have speeds exceed-239

ing –70 m s−1 and essentially associated with daytime values. The eastward wind regime240

in the lower thermosphere itself exhibits a substantial degree of variability, when viewed241

as a function of longitude, local time, and solar zenith angle. For example, the daytime242

lower thermospheric winds are more eastward compared to those during nighttime. Merid-243

ional winds exhibit alternating patterns of flow direction with altitude. They are predom-244

inantly southward during daytime in the lower thermosphere between 90–100 km; north-245

ward between 100–120 km with speeds reaching 60 m s−1; southward between 120–190246

km, and northward again around 190-200 km, especially around noontime, where the winds247

above 110 km correspond to daytime measurements. The features near the terminator248

in Figures 5c,d are potentially an artifact associated with low airglow signal, which are249

expected to be corrected in future version of the wind data.250
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3.2 Thermospheric Mean Winds and Circulation during Northern Hemi-251

sphere Summer Solstice252

A diurnal mean provides a short-term glimpse of the circulation, however it is not253

sufficient for deriving a more accurate view of the climatology of mean winds due to lim-254

itations of the orbital coverage to one day and intrinsic variability of the wind field. There-255

fore, we analyzed one month of continuous ICON observations from 8 June to 7 July 2020,256

which are representative of the solstitial dynamics during the Northern Hemisphere sum-257

mer.258

Figure 7 shows the sequence of diurnal-mean altitude-latitude cross-sections of the259

zonal winds. It clearly shows that the winds strongly vary from day to day. Eastward260

winds with 10–40 m s−1 speeds are a robust feature of the midlatitude lower thermosphere261

between 90 and 110 km. The westward winds during daytime dominate above 120 km.262

Their speeds vary from –10 to –80 m s−1, depending on the latitude, and amplify towards263

the end of June and beginning of July.264

We next determine the Northern Hemisphere summer solstitial climatology of the265

horizontal winds by averaging over all measurements between 8 June and 7 July shown266

in Figure 7. The results are plotted in Figure 8 in the form of altitude-latitude and altitude-267

local time distributions for both the zonal (upper panels) and meridional (lower panels)268

components. In the lower thermosphere, the eastward winds are up to 40 m s−1, and the269

daytime westward mean zonal wind in the upper thermosphere can exceed –60 m s−1,270

especially between 15◦ and 40◦N. The westward mean zonal winds decrease around 160271

km, such that the jet exhibits a split in altitude, especially, between 10-40◦N. In the lower272

thermosphere, meridional winds are weakly southward (up to –20 m s−1) between ∼90–273

105 km and northward between ∼105–120 km. Above 120 km, the meridional winds are274

directed southward with speeds occasionally exceeding –60 m s−1, for example at low-275

latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere during daytime after dawn and before dusk. The276

meridional winds around 20◦−40◦N are, generally, slower than at low-latitudes. In the277

lower thermosphere, both zonal and meridional components exhibit a distinct local time278

variability, when all observed latitudes are considered. Overall, the observed monthly-279

mean daytime meridional winds are directed southward and nighttime winds are north-280

ward.281

Another view of the observed winds is presented in Figure 9, where the latitude-282

local time cross-sections of the mean zonal (left) and meridional (right) winds are shown283

at three representative thermospheric altitudes. Within the 90–105 km layer, the zonal284

–9–
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winds are mainly eastward at midlatitudes around dawn and dusk and vary semidiur-285

nally. At equatorial latitudes, the winds are eastward in the morning sector and west-286

ward in the afternoon, suggesting a diurnal variation. Meridional winds are southward287

during day and northward at night, which is indicative of a diurnal signal as well. Higher288

up in the lower thermosphere between 105–120 km, mean zonal winds exhibit a more com-289

plex latitude-local time variability, however, meridional winds overall maintain a diur-290

nal behavior at low-latitudes. In the upper thermosphere, the zonal winds are strongly291

westward at midlatitudes around dawn exceeding 100 m s−1, moderately westward in292

general during day, and reverse their direction to strong eastward flow before dusk. Again,293

the low airglow signal could have potentially affected the magnitude of these winds at294

the terminator. Southward meridional winds dominate in the upper thermosphere dur-295

ing day, similar to the lower thermosphere. They indicate the global north-to-south branch296

of the solstitial circulation cell in the upper atmosphere.297

Figure 10 presents the latitude-longitude cross-sections of the zonal and meridional298

winds at three representative altitudes in the thermosphere. It shows that the monthly-299

mean morphology of the horizontal winds, i.e., wind magnitudes and directions, signif-300

icantly changes in the lower thermosphere between 90 and 120 km. Within the 90–105301

km layer, eastward winds of up to 40 m s−1 and southward winds of up to –30 m s−1 are302

prevalent in the Northern Hemisphere. The Southern Hemisphere low-latitudes are char-303

acterized by relatively slow westward winds. Around 105–120 km altitude, zonal winds304

in the Northern Hemisphere reverse the direction to westward and the northward flow305

becomes more prevalent compared to that at 90–105 km. The upper thermosphere at306

185–200 km is dominated by westward and southward winds with speeds exceeding –60307

m s−1 and –40 m s−1, respectively. The latter are a part of the pole-to-pole solstitial merid-308

ional circulation. These upper thermosphere winds are, generally, much faster and more309

homogeneous than in the lower thermosphere.310

Atmospheric circulation associated with neutral winds play an important dynam-311

ical role in redistribution of momentum, energy, and mass in the thermosphere. The as-312

sociated latitude-local time and latitude-longitude and distributions of the mean hori-313

zontal circulation are seen in terms of velocity vectors in Figures 11 and 12 at three rep-314

resentative altitudes in the thermosphere. This representation of the winds shows the315

direction as well as the flow speeds. Upward and downward directed vectors represent316

northward (towards the North Pole) and southward flow (towards the South Pole). While317

vectors directed to the right and left are for eastward and westward flow, respectively,318

–10–
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in latitude-longitude cross-sections, they facilitate an interpretation of the winds rela-319

tively to the day-night sectors in latitude-local time plots. For example, winds flowing320

from the dayside to the nightside or vice versa would be revealed. A large degree of spa-321

tiotemporal variability is seen especially within the lower thermosphere. Eastward and322

southward winds prevail in the layer between 90-105 km and westward and northward323

as well as southward flows are found within 105–120 km. Between 90-105 km, dusk-to-324

dawn and nighttime poleward flow is followed by a daytime equatorward flow. The mean325

circulation between 105–120 km exhibits the greatest degree of complexity in terms of326

varying scale sizes and vortices, generally directed westward during day and eastward327

during night diverging around the subsolar point. Generally flow speeds are in the or-328

der of 50 m s−1. In the upper thermosphere, the observed daytime circulation is more329

easily discernible with clear diverging patterns around the subsolar point. Geographi-330

cally south-westward circulation prevails with flow speeds exceeding 100 m s−1 at mid-331

latitudes.332

4 Discussion333

We have presented the mean zonal and meridional winds on 20 June 2020 as well334

as averaged over a one-month period (8 June–7 July 2020), using continuous measure-335

ments of ICON/MIGHTI. The climatology of horizontal circulation for the one-month336

solstice period have been constructed for the first time. We next discuss dynamical forces337

influencing the winds and some of the noteworthy features of the observations, compar-338

ing our analysis to previous studies.339

4.1 Dynamical Forces that Control Upper Atmospheric Winds340

Multiple observations demonstrate that winds are extremely variable, especially in341

the lower thermosphere (e.g., Larsen, 2002; Larsen & Fesen, 2009; Lehmacher et al., 2022).342

In order to characterize their climatology, the data have to be averaged using appropri-343

ate bins over multiple days. What processes drive the mean and variable structure of the344

winds is of great interest. For this, it is instructive to discuss first the dynamical forces345

that control the motion of an air parcel. The complete momentum balance for neutral346

winds is given by (Yiğit, 2018, p. 112)347

∂u

∂t
= −(u ·∇) u − 1

ρ
∇P + g − 2Ω × u +

1

ρ
∇ · τ −

∑
k

νnk(u − uk) + f ′, (2)348

where u = (u, v, w) is the neutral wind vector, P = ρRT/M is the thermodynamic349

pressure, with temperature T , mass density ρ, universal gas constant R, and molar mass350
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M ; g is gravitational acceleration, Ω is the rotation rate of Earth, τ is the viscous shear351

stress, uk is the velocity of particles of species k, which the neutrals with collision fre-352

quencies νnk collide with, and f ′ is the momentum deposition by eddies or small-scale353

waves. On the right hand side of (2) from left to right the momentum balance terms are354

advective forcing, pressure gradient force, gravity, Coriolis force, viscous stress, frictional355

drag due to interactions of neutrals with charged particles, e.g., ion drag, and wave-induced356

momentum deposition. For an incompressible atmosphere the viscous shear stress is pro-357

portional to the vector laplacian of the wind velocity, i.e., ρ−1∇ · τ = ν∇2u, where358

ν = µ/ρ is the kinematic viscosity and µ is the dynamic viscosity. In numerical mod-359

els, the wave-induced momentum forcing f ′ is often not resolved and has to be param-360

eterized (e.g., Yiğit et al., 2008; Medvedev & Yiğit, 2019). With improving resolution,361

global numerical models are increasingly able to capture a larger portion of subgrid-scale362

wave effects (e.g., Miyoshi et al., 2014). Depending on the altitude, latitude, local time,363

and time scales of motion, various combinations of these dynamical forces shape the neu-364

tral wind circulation. In general, atmospheric dynamics is nonlinear, which can lead to365

winds and circulation over a broad spectrum of spatiotemporal scales and complexity,366

as demonstrated by ICON/MIGHTI wind analysis presented earlier.367

4.2 Thermospheric Winds and Circulation during Solstice368

In order to illustrate one possible way of studying wind variability seen in Figure 3,369

we have plotted the zonal and meridional wind speeds as a function of their occurrence370

rates on 20 June 2020 (Figure 4.) They generally exhibit a Gaussian distribution cen-371

tered around slow speeds. Larger standard deviation found at night suggests that winds372

are more variable during night, which, in turn, indicates an elevated atmospheric wave373

activity. This is also suggested by more variable wind vectors at night (Figure 11). The374

atmosphere is in general less dissipative at night due, for example, to smaller molecular375

viscosity, providing more favorable propagation conditions for small-scale waves. The wind376

variability is found to increase with height, which could be linked to larger wind speeds377

at higher altitudes and growing with height wave amplitudes.378

If dissipative effects such as wave breaking/saturation and viscosity are ignored in379

(2), then the large-scale behavior of the thermospheric mean winds is controlled primar-380

ily by pressure gradient force generated by the differential heating by the Sun and, to381

a secondary degree, by inertia (advection), ion drag, and Coriolis force, with the latter382

being negligible at equatorial latitudes. This simplified force balance should yield west-383

–12–
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ward (eastward) mean zonal winds in the summer (winter) hemisphere and summer to384

winter mean meridional flow, with associated upwelling in the summer hemisphere and385

downwelling in the winter hemisphere as a consequence of mass continuity (Forbes, 2007).386

However, as observed by ICON/MIGHTI, solstitial zonal mean winds are consistently387

eastward in the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) between 90–110 km388

(Figures 5, 8) with increasing magnitude from low- to middle-latitudes. This feature of389

the zonal winds is associated with the eastward gravity wave momentum deposition in390

the MLT, as has been demonstrated in a number of general circulation modeling stud-391

ies (Garcia et al., 2007; Yiğit et al., 2009; Miyoshi & Yiğit, 2019; Lilienthal et al., 2020;392

Griffith et al., 2021). Eastward mean winds of up to 10–40 m s−1 were also seen around393

10-40◦N in the monthly mean wind climatologies compiled as part of the Upper Atmo-394

sphere Research Satellite Reference Atmosphere Project UARS (Swinbank & Ortland,395

2003) and at northern midlatitudes in meteor and MF radar measurements (Conte et396

al., 2017; Tang et al., 2021; Portnyagin & Solovjeva, 2000). They are a general feature397

of the summer midlatitudes in the MLT (Drob et al., 2008; A. K. Smith, 2012). The ob-398

served dawn-dusk asymmetry in the lower thermospheric winds is noticeable as well (Fig-399

ure 5c).400

Lower thermospheric winds have been routinely observed by incoherent scatter radars401

(ISR) and meteor radars. Portnyagin et al. (1999)’s analysis of seasonal variations of the402

mean zonal wind observed by ground-based radars and WINDII at 95 km shows east-403

ward winds of 40–50 m s−1 at midlatitudes for Northern Hemisphere summer conditions,404

which is similar to ICON/MIGHTI measurements. Zhang et al. (2003) used the Millstone405

Hill incoherent scatter radar (42.6◦N) to study the seasonal climatology of zonal and merid-406

ional winds in the ionospheric E-region (94–130 km) and compared with WINDII obser-407

vations. These results shown in their figures 2 and 3 demonstrate semidiurnal variations408

during all seasons. Our monthly mean zonal and meridional winds during the solstice409

viewed as altitude-local time cross-sections indicate a semidiurnal variation as well (Fig-410

ure 8). Although the Millstone ISR provides data at a fixed latitude and here we have411

included all latitudes between 10◦S-40◦N, the phases of the semidiurnal variations in mean412

winds are quite similar. Overall, differences in the magnitudes are probably due to dif-413

ferences in latitude and seasonal binning.414

ICON/MIGHTI provides evidence that the mean meridional winds in the MLT re-415

verse their direction. The northward mean meridional flow (i.e., from winter to summer)416

seen in the MLT is opposite to the radiatively driven mean meridional flow, which is due417
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to the direct response of the circulation to the eastward gravity wave momentum depo-418

sition in the MLT (Holton, 1983). A simple force balance based on the Transformed Eu-419

lerian Mean (TEM) analysis illustrates the role of the zonal wave forcing in driving the420

mean residual circulation at midlatitudes:421

∂ū

∂t
− f0v̄

∗ = āx, (3)422

where āx is the total zonal force due to small-scale and non-zonal eddies/waves, f0 is the423

Coriolis parameter at midlatitudes, and v̄∗ is the meridional component of the residual424

circulation (v̄∗, w̄∗), where w̄∗ is the vertical component, and the overbar indicates an425

appropriate averaging as seen in (1). For steady-state conditions, (3) implies that the426

mean meridional circulation (or transport) is primarily driven by wave dissipation, i.e.,427

v̄∗ ≈ −āx/f0. Around the midlatitutude MLT, small-scale gravity waves are the pri-428

mary contributor to the zonal body force. Diurnal migrating tide-gravity wave interac-429

tions are an important mechanism of wind variability, especially in the low-latitude MLT430

(Miyahara & Forbes, 1991; Watanabe & Miyahara, 2009; Yiğit & Medvedev, 2017).431

Above 120 km, radiative processes and ion-neutral coupling (i.e., ion drag), which432

is proportional to the relative velocity of neutrals and ions moving within the magnetic433

field, become increasingly important in driving the horizontal circulation. ICON/MIGHTI434

observations show that the zonal winds are predominantly westward and southward (i.e.,435

directed from summer to winter hemisphere) in the upper thermosphere (Figures 5–12).436

This large-scale flow is maintained by the pressure gradient force, modulated by ion drag437

and Coriolis effect. Molecular viscosity, which increases exponentially with height, smooths438

out smaller-scale motions, as can be seen in daytime circulation and winds between 185–439

200 km (Figures 11–12).440

Recently, Drob et al. (2015) have updated the Horizontal Wind Model (HWM14)441

and provided a comparison against WINDII climatologies of Emmert et al. (2002) and442

an older version of HWM. Our altitude-local time analysis of mean winds at 200 km (Fig-443

ures 9e-f) can qualitatively be compared with their June solstice climatology (day 180)444

at 250 km. There is a general agreement concerning the morphology of the mean winds.445

Westward zonal winds prevail during day and eastward winds around dusk at low- to mid-446

latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere. Meridional winds are generally northward dur-447

ing morning and southward during afternoon.448
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5 Summary and Conclusions449

We have presented the mean behavior of the thermospheric zonal and meridional450

winds at 90–200 km as observed by the MIGHTI instrument onboard NASA’s ICON space-451

craft between 10◦S and 40◦N. A comprehensive picture of the mean zonal and meridional452

winds and horizontal circulation has been shown for a single solstice day, 20 June 2020,453

and using a month of continuous observations from 8 June–7 July 2020, representative454

of Northern Hemisphere solstice conditions.455

The main inferences of our analysis of ICON/MIGHTI winds are as follows:456

1. Altitude, longitude, latitude, and local time profiles of winds show that the typ-457

ical instantaneous zonal and meridional winds during solstice can exceed ±150 m s−1,458

with with magnitudes increasing with altitude.459

2. We have evaluated the occurrence rates of the wind speeds observed by ICON/MIGHTI460

on 20 June 2020 at three representative altitude bins 94–103 km, 106–114 km, and461

194–202 km, such that each altitude bin included equal number of data. The speeds462

as a function of number of measurements exhibit a Gaussian distribution centered463

around small values. The nighttime magnitudes of the wind are greater than dur-464

ing day and increase as a function of height. Larger standard deviation at night465

suggests more variability during night, which indicate more atmospheric wave ac-466

tivity.467

3. Thermospheric mean winds are up to ±80 m s−1 and depend strongly on altitude,468

latitude, longitude, and local time. Local time variations of the mean winds ex-469

hibit diurnal and semidiurnal variations.470

4. Mean winds and circulation change substantially within the lower thermosphere471

(90–120 km). Eastward and southward flow between 90–105 km change to a north-472

ward and westward flow within 105–120 km. Upper thermospheric winds are gen-473

erally characterized by a westward and southward (i.e., directed from the summer-474

to-winter) flow in the Northern Hemisphere with diverging flow from the post-noon475

sector at midlatitudes. The upper thermospheric wind system is more homogeneous476

compared to the lower thermospheric one, which exhibits spatial variations at smaller477

scales and vortex patterns, especially around 105–120 km.478

5. The observed eastward mean flow and the northward (winter-to-summer) merid-479

ional flows in the lower thermosphere are a consequence of eastward gravity wave480

momentum forcing there. ICON/MIGHTI observations are capable of demonstrat-481
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ing vertical coupling induced by waves. These features are in a good agreement482

with previous observations and modeling.483

6. In the upper thermosphere, the morphology of the ICON/MIGHTI mean winds484

is, in general, in a good agreement with previous wind climatologies based on WINDII485

and HWM14.486

The mean wind and circulation patterns inferred in this study using ICON/MIGHTI487

measurements can be used to constrain and validate general circulation models or as an488

input for numerical wave models. They also serve for an indirect validation of param-489

eterized subgrid-scale processes, which control the large-scale winds and circulation. This490

work is expected to contribute towards filling in the observational gap with horizontal491

winds in the thermosphere.492
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Figure 1. Spatiotemporal coverage of ICON/MIGHTI observations during 20 June 2020.

Only good quality data (2206 profiles) have been retained.

Appendix A Data quality752

We have removed data with quality less than 0.5 and filtered outliers by removing753

wind magnitudes exceeding 300 m s−1. We illustrated the effect of this filtering for zonal754

winds in Figure A1.755
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Figure 2. Spatiotemporal coverage of ICON from 8 June to 7 July 2020 (a-b) and winds (c-d)

at 105.95 km. Daily mean 10.7cm solar radio flux in solar flux units (sfu) is shown in panel e.

The different colors are for the different days.
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Figure 3. Altitude, longitude, latitude, and local time variations of the zonal (upper panels)

and meridional (lower panels) winds in m s−1 during 20 June 2020 (i.e., Northern Hemisphere

Summer solstice) as observed by ICON/MIGHTI. Longitude and latitude variations include data

from all altitudes between 88-200 km, while the local time variations of the winds are shown for

the lower thermosphere 88-111 km and upper thermosphere seperately 114 - 200 km. Mean winds

are shown with the red curve. See Figure 1 for the details of the spatiotemporal coverage.
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Figure 4. Distributions of the zonal and meridional wind velocities by day and night on 20

June 2020. Wind speeds are binned in 5 m s−1 intervals at three representative altitudes in the

thermosphere. Each altitude layer includes equal number of data points. Standard deviations are

given in each plot in the upper left corner.
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Figure 5. Altitude distributions of zonal wind speed (m s−1) as a function of latitude, longi-

tute, local time, and solar zenith angle as observed by ICON/MIGHTI on 20 June 2020.
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, but for the meridional winds.
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Figure 7. Day-to-day variations of the altitude-latitude distributions of the thermospheric

zonal winds between 90-200 km and 10◦S - 40◦N in m s−1 as observed by ICON/MIGHTI from 8

June - 7 July 2020. For each day, all observed longitudes and local times/solar zenith angles are

included.
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ICON/MIGHTI Mean Meridional Wind: 8 June - 7 July 2020 
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Figure 8. Zonal and meridional wind climatology from 90 to 200 km presented as altitude-

latitude and altitude-local time cross-sections based on ICON/MIGHTI data from 8 June – 7

July 2020. Data include daytime and nighttime measurements below 110 km and only daytime

observations above 110 km.
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(a) Zonal wind
ICON Mean Winds, z = 90 105 km (8 June - 7July  2020) 
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(c) Zonal wind
ICON Mean Winds, z = 105 120 km (8 June - 7July  2020) 
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(e) Zonal wind
ICON Mean Winds, z = 185 200 km (8 June - 7July  2020) 
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Figure 9. Latitude-local time distribution of zonal and meridional winds at three representa-

tive thermospheric altitudes.
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Figure 10. Latitude-longitude distributions of the zonal and meridional winds at three rep-

resentative thermospheric altitudes: (a)-(b) 90-105 km, (c)-(d) 105-120 km, (e)-(f) 185-200 km.

Note that winds at 185-200 km altitude are only daytime measurements.
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(a) z = 90 105 km
ICON Circulation (8 June - 7 July 2020) 
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(c) z = 185 200 km

Figure 11. Latitude-local time distribution of the mean horizontal circulation at three repre-

sentative thermospheric altitudes averaged over longitudes for 8 June–7July 2020. Note that the

magnitude of the vector is 50 m s−1 in panels a and b, while it is 100 m s−1 in panel c.
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 11 but for the latitude-longitude distributions of the mean hori-

zontal circulation at three representative thermospheric altitudes. Note that winds at 185-200 km

altitude are only daytime measurements.
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Figure A1. The effect of filtering the data according to quality is shown, where wq=1 stands

for “good”, wq=0.5 is for “good, but use with caution” and wq=0 is for “bad” zonal wind

measurements.
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